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In this paper, the impact of copper and oxygen vacancy balance in filament composition as a 

key factor for oxide-based CBRAM (Hybrid RRAM) performances is investigated. To this 

aim, several RRAM technologies are studied using various resistive layers and top electrodes. 

Material analyses allow to highlight the hybrid aspect of HRRAM conductive filament. 

Density functional theory simulations are used to extract microscopic features and highlight 

differences from a material point of view. Integrated RRAM technology performances such as 

window margin, endurance and retention are then measured to analyze copper and oxygen 

vacancy influence on device characteristics. A new RRAM classification correlating filament 

composition and memory performances is proposed. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Post-CMOS alternative technologies are becoming critical for chip industry. Recently, 

alternative emerging technologies have gained interest targeting new applications as 

embedded device market, new computer architecture paradigms or flash memory replacement. 

Resistive random access memories (RRAM) performances such as high scalability,[1] fast 
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switching speed [2] and good endurance [3] make them potential candidates for standalone 

storage class or embedded memory.[4-6] Today, even flash memory has not been able to 

combine all of these features, especially in terms of writing speed. Furthermore, scaling down 

to nanoscale size requires switching currents in the order of tens of µA with more critical 

minimal dimensions. For the former, studies have shown the ability of RRAM to operate at 

sub-µA,[7] while novel integration solutions such as passive crossbars[8] and 3D stacking have 

been proposed to overcome the latter and to achieve extremely high packing density.[9] The 

understanding of switching mechanisms at device level is a key factor for a technology to be 

viable at very large scale integration. Different types of resistive memory devices have been 

studied in the past years such as oxide based memories (OxRAM) and conductive bridge 

memories (CBRAM). It should be noted that for both technologies it is very challenging to 

combine good cycling endurance, stable retention and high Window Margin (WM). Two 

distinct resistive states can be obtained based on a reversible filament formation (SET 

operation) and rupture (RESET operation) inside an insulating layer sandwiched between two 

electrodes; SET operation being the switching from a high resistive state (HRS) to a low 

resistive state (LRS) and RESET the reverse operation (HRS to LRS). In the case of CBRAM, 

metal ions coming from top electrode (TE) are introduced in the insulating layer. Working 

principle is based on a metallic filament formation and dissolution controlling 

performances.[10] These devices present high WM, relatively low endurance and poor 

retention stability.[11,12] In the case of OxRAM, oxygen vacancies creation and annihilation 

inside the oxide dominates the switching mechanism.[13-15] This technology shows low WM 

combined to high endurance and stable retention.[3,16] While lots of effort have been done 

lately to improve switching speed and power consumption in RRAM,[17,18] several challenges 

need to be overcome, namely the high extrinsic (device to device) and intrinsic (cycle to 

cycle) variability in RRAM characteristics.[7] High WM could potentially help solving this 

variability by maximizing the ratio of HRS over LRS. Moreover, coupling high WM and high 
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endurance (up to 108 cycles required for storage class applications[19]) remains a critical issue. 

Combining CBRAM and OxRAM in one hybrid oxide-based CBRAM (HRRAM) where 

filament can be composed of metal ions and oxygen vacancies could offer alternative 

performances such as high WM coupled with high endurance. Recent studies have identified 

materials issues in oxide and metal based RRAM.[20,21] However, material properties study is 

still lacking in HRRAM to guide stack choice (oxide vs electrodes) towards a given 

application. In a previous work, a trade-off between endurance, window margin and retention 

was demonstrated. When comparing various HRRAM electrical performances and filament 

composition, it appeared that material properties such as energy migration barrier of species 

composing switching filament is linked to HRRAM behavior.[22] It has been shown that 

oxygen vacancies formation is needed to introduce top electrode metal ions in different 

oxides.[23-26] Nevertheless, to our knowledge, the equilibrium between metal ions and oxygen 

vacancies dependence on the chosen material and its impact on device performances has 

never been investigated. Our study focuses on oxide/CuTeGe-based HRRAM, where Cu-rich 

based conductive filament controls the switching mechanism inside an oxide insulating 

layer.[17,27,28] In this work, the hybrid aspect of the conductive filament (composed of both Cu 

atoms and oxygen vacancies) is demonstrated based on Time of Flight Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectrometry profiles (ToF-SIMS). Afterward, filament composition is analyzed for various 

HRRAM technologies based on Density Functional Theory (DFT). To this aim, 

thermodynamic (based on defect formation enthalpy) and kinetics (based on defects migration 

energy) considerations are made. HRRAM devices are characterized to analyze typical 

performances such as WM, retention and endurance. Based on our simulations and 

experimental results, a comparison between different stacks exposes the impact of the balance 

between copper and oxygen vacancies on HRRAM performances, allowing us to propose a 

new HRRAM classification. 
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2. Technological Details 

In this study, various RRAM technologies are investigated. The devices are integrated in 

1T1R configuration using 130 nm CMOS transistor as selector. Memory stack is deposited 

following bottom electrode (BE)/switching material/top electrode (TE) structure. 5 nm of 

amorphous a-HfO2,[26] 3 nm of amorphous a-Al2O3,[29] 4 nm of GdOx,[30] and 10 nm of Ta2O5 

were deposited by PVD or ALD on different PVD BEs (titanium nitride-TiN and tungsten W). 

20 nm of CuTexGey or 5 nm of Ti deposited by PVD was used as TE for HRRAM and 

OxRAM respectively. For the sake of comparison, a typical CBRAM (Ag/GeS2)[11] is 

introduced in Figure 1. It has been demonstrated that Te and Ge are not involved in filament 

composition.[29] Ge is used to stabilize CuTe layer and to keep it amorphous during 

integration process, to prevent any segregation and phase separation. Typically, 10-20% Ge is 

used[31,32] in CuTe alloys. Moreover, CuTe bound is polar and can easily be broken in Cu+ 

and Te- ions. Due to its high formation energy compared to Cu, Te plays no role in the 

filament formation. Thus, only Cu ions are mobile under electric field. Consequently, in the 

following, HfO2/Cu, Al2O3/Cu, Ta2O5/Cu and GdOx/Cu will refer to HfO2/CuTexGey, 

Al2O3/CuTexGey, Ta2O5/ CuTexGey and GdOx/CuTexGey stacks respectively. 

 

3. Hybrid Filament in HRRAM 

3.1. ToF-SIMS Measurements 

As indicated above, HRRAM is a device where both metallic ions and oxygen vacancies 

contribute to switching mechanism. Since a direct microscopic observation of an oxygen 

vacancy based filament at nanoscale level is still challenging, here we propose an indirect 

method based on Tof-SIMS measurements; a technique based on sputtering a surface with a 

focused ion beam and collecting ejected secondary ions. Spectra of copper and oxygen 

profiles versus sputtering time in HRS and LRS are presented in Figure 2.a and b for 

Ta2O5/Cu technology. In LRS state, Cu intensity in the CuTe2Ge region decreases (indicated 
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as less Cu in Figure 2.a). An increase of intensity is also observed in the signal incoming from 

the Ta2O5 region (indicated as more Cu in Figure 2.a). The copper content shift toward longer 

sputtering times corresponds to copper diffusion from the ion source layer (top electrode) 

toward the bottom electrode. This copper diffusion is consistent with a CBRAM behavior. On 

the other hand, when comparing LRS to HRS of oxygen profile in Figure 2.b, LRS state 

profile shows a decrease of oxygen content in the dielectric. Moreover, an increase of oxygen 

content is also observed in the CuTe2Ge region. This oxygen content shift corresponds to an 

oxygen diffusion toward the surface, leading to oxygen vacancies formation in the oxide as 

represented in Figure 2.c. This oxygen diffusion is consistent with OxRAM behavior. It is 

worth highlighting that as the ionization yield depends of the atomic environment of the 

element, when studying a stack of several layers, some matrix effects can appear at the 

interfaces. Moreover, during the sputtering some atoms can be repelled in the sub layers, thus 

in the spectra represented in Figure 2.a and b the interfaces positions are roughly estimated. 

As observed, both copper and oxygen profiles evolve when an external bias is applied. This 

behavior is associated to a hybrid behavior between pure CBRAM, where the filament is 

mainly composed of diffused metal and pure OxRAM where the filament is made of a path of 

local oxygen deficiencies namely vacancies. This hybrid mechanism is strongly correlated 

between vacancies and copper. Oxygen vacancies formed in the oxide weaken the chemical 

barrier properties, which eases copper diffusion. Stated differently, copper can easily follow 

paths formed by the organization of vacancies in the dielectric, in particular vacancies can be 

filled by copper atoms. 

3.2. Atomistic Simulations 

In order to give insight on microscopic mechanisms that could occur in all our integrated 

devices (HfO2/Cu, Ta2O5/Cu, Al2O3/Cu and GdOx/Cu), atomistic simulations were performed. 

Combining defect formation enthalpy (∆H) and migration energy barrier (Ea), the most 

favorable defects that could compose a filament can be extracted. ∆H is the total energy 
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difference between an initial and a final state (introducing a new defect) representing an event 

between the oxide and the TE. Ea is the energy needed for a defect to diffuse in the oxide. The 

lower these values are, the more favorable the associated event is. 

Table 1 summarizes the results. It can be noted, as seen in our calculations, that oxygen 

vacancy’s formation is required to form the filament. ∆H of copper interstitial next to Oxygen 

vacancy site (CuiVO) represents the lowest values in all cases validating the hybrid aspect of 

the formed filament. On the other hand, ∆H and Ea of VO in HfO2 and Ta2O5 are lower than in 

Al2O3 and GdOx. Consequently, two filament features representing two different types of 

HRRAM could be identified: HRRAM where only CuiVO defect is moving during memory 

operation, and HRRAM where both CuiVO and VO are moving. In HfO2, CuiVO introduction 

in the oxide are more favorable (ΔH and Ea lower) than copper interstitial (Cui). Thus, 

filament in HfO2 could mainly be composed of VO and CuiVO. In the case of Ta2O5, Cui has a 

lower ΔH than VO, nevertheless, it is easier to introduce and remove Cui when it is associated 

to VO (ΔH CuiVO =0.5eV). While ΔH of VO is relatively high, it is combined to low migration 

energy, making it favorable to diffuse. Thus, in Ta2O5 the switching mechanism involves all 

of these studied defects. On the other hand, in Al2O3 and GdOx, CuiVO introduction in the 

oxide is the most favorable defect (∆H in the order of 0.6eV vs 3.8eV for VO in Al2O3 and 

1.2eV vs 4.1eV for VO in GdOx). Moreover, by introducing aluminum atoms in GdOx 

structure, ΔH CuiVO is further reduced leading to a similar behavior as in Al2O3. Although VO 

are necessary in HRRAM filament composition, they are either as favorable as CuiVO defect 

(as in HfO2) or less favorable (as in Al2O3 and GdOx). In the case of Al2O3 and GdOx, once VO 

are created to introduce Cu ions during filament formation, CuiVO are more favorable to be 

the core of switching mechanism at the expense of VO. However, in HfO2 and Ta2O5 both 

CuiVO and VO defects can participate to filament formation and disruption. Indeed in Ta2O5, 

ΔH VO is higher than ΔH Cui, but is coupled to a very low migration energy making its 

diffusion favorable. Figure 3.a and b show the diffusion barrier of Cui, VO, and (CuiVO) 
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between two sites in Al2O3 and HfO2 respectively; Al2O3/Cu and HfO2/Cu being two devices 

with different filament features. As we can clearly see, in the case of Al2O3/Cu, (CuiVO) is the 

most favorable to be introduced and removed in the filament. On the other hand, in the case of 

HfO2, both VO and (CuiVO) are favorable compared to Cui. 

 

4. HRRAM Classification versus Performances 

It has been shown that during cycling, non-reversible defect generation gradually degrades the 

oxide leading to device failure when the maximum number of cycles is reached.[26,33,34] 

Consequently, limiting non-reversible defect generation is a key to improve endurance. Based 

on our simulation results, different types of filament are identified. Although VO are required 

to favor Cu insertion leading to a hybrid filament, VO can become hard to remove and be 

source of defect generation eventually leading to oxide degradation as in GdOx/Cu. In a 

material where CuiVO are more favorable than VO, switching filament is richer in Cu. 

However, the energy required to remove the small amount of VO is higher than for removing 

CuiVO. To remove VO, higher energy should be provided to the oxide, leading to higher defect 

generation. Moreover, favoring further CuiVO at the expense of VO as in GdOx-Al/Cu and 

Al2O3/Cu leads to a hybrid filament with less VO in its vicinity. In this case, the generation of 

non-reversible defects decreases leading to higher endurance. As completely removing VO 

from filament formation cannot be considered to decrease defect generation, VO need to be 

easily removed to improve endurance. This can be obtained by adjusting CuiVO /VO balance. 

In particular, when VO and CuiVO have the same occurrence probability in SET and RESET 

operations, they both participate to filament formation and disruption. VO and CuiVO are thus 

easily recovered during RESET, leading to low defect generation and good endurance. It can 

be noted that if migration energy barrier of both species is high, endurance will be degraded 

due to the high required energy to switch the memory.[33] 
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Based on these results, Two groups of HRRAM can be identified as presented in Figure 4: 1) 

CuiVO is favored at the expense of VO leading to difficult VO recovery and earlier oxide 

degradation (lower endurance). 2) VO as favorable as CuiVO to be removed leads to a VO easy 

to recover and thus low defect generation (high endurance). It can be noted that in the case of 

VO becoming more favorable than CuiVO, the filament is no longer considered as hybrid and 

is mainly composed of VO, leading to OxRAM behavior. 

The impact of filament composition on device performances is shown in Figure 5. In order to 

compare device performances, three different features could be evaluated: window margin 

being the ratio between HRS and LRS, endurance being the maximum of SET/RESET cycles 

a cell can reach before final failure (oxide breakdown) and retention representing the 

temperature stability over time. These characteristics are interdependent; improving two 

features leads to the degradation of the third one. In particular, increasing WM and endurance 

degrades retention. Here, we compare the best endurance that could be reached for various 

integrated technologies and we correlate the results with filament composition. Figure 5.a 

illustrates WM evolution with cycling endurance. Experimental results comply with HRRAM 

classification based on atomistic simulations (Figure 4). Red and blue colors represent devices 

with TiN and W as bottom electrode respectively. Endurance is lower in Al2O3/Cu and 

GdOx/Cu than in HfO2/Cu (details in supplementary material). Adjusting VO and CuiVO 

competition in the filament leads to different performances. If VO is as favorable as CuiVO to 

be introduced and diffused during SET and RESET (HfO2/Cu), endurance is improved. If VO 

is less favorable (Al2O3/Cu and GdOx/Cu), endurance is degraded. In the latter, VO presence, 

needed to introduce Cu in the oxide, are less favorable compared to CuiVO. These samples 

present an early oxide degradation (lower endurance). Comparing Al2O3 and GdOx where 

CuiVO dominates the switching mechanism, GdOx has a lower endurance than Al2O3. This can 

be due to a lower defect enthalpy and energy migration barrier (0.6 vs 1.2 eV for ∆H and 1.4 

vs 3.44 eV for Ea). As previously seen, by introducing Al in GdOx structure, CuiVO ΔH is 
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further reduced leading to a comparable filament composition as in Al2O3. This is confirmed 

in Figure 5.a: by doping GdOx with aluminum, endurance is improved and tends toward 

Al2O3. Combining endurance results and atomistic calculations, it appears that Al presence in 

the oxide favors Cu insertion next to VO. An OxRAM and a CBRAM are introduced in Figure 

5 for comparison sakes. 

Consequently, in a material where CuiVO is more favorable than VO, favoring further CuiVO 

increases the endurance. In other words, improving Cu insertion leads to a filament easier to 

form and disrupt during SET and RESET, leading to a better endurance regardless WM. 

Figure 5.b and c represent the comparison between best case and worst case for endurance 

and data retention respectively. In figure 5.b, endurance of HfO2/Cu (6.109 cycles) is 

compared to GdOx (where only 103 cycles can be reached). On the other hand, in Figure 5.c, 

temperature stability of the same devices in Figure 5.b is compared at 200°C. As clearly seen, 

the higher the endurance is, the lower the retention is. One should note that endurance 

performances are not only related to the hybrid character of the RRAM, but are also linked to 

the respective VO, Cu and CuiVO energy costs. Moreover, the highest endurance/WM tradeoff 

is due to the use of a tungsten based bottom electrode which favors the RESET due to 

tungsten high thermal conductivity favoring thermal dissipation. Thus, the energy needed to 

RESET the device is lowered. These conditions favor the cycling capacities of the device at 

the expense of the temperature stability as shown in figure S2.b. 

To further investigate the difference between the two filament features presented above, we 

have studied forming operation with two different polarizations in HfO2/Cu and Al2O3/Cu 

(more details in supplementary materials). Figure S.5 represents the time to breakdown tBD 

versus forming voltage (Vf). For HfO2/Cu, tBD and Vf are similar in both polarizations. In the 

case of Al2O3/Cu, higher forming voltage is observed for short tBD when TE is negatively 

polarized preventing Cu insertion in the oxide. HfO2/Cu shows similar switching mechanism 

in both polarizations while Al2O3/Cu exposes different working principle depending on 
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polarization. In HfO2, The conductive filament formation with CuiVO or only VO has no 

impact on tBD. In Al2O3, as the introduction of copper is more favorable than oxygen 

vacancies, its introduction in direct forming eases filament formation and lower forming 

voltage. 

Consequently, we present a panel of filament composition to be aimed depending on the 

targeted application. CBRAMs present high WM while OxRAMs show high endurance and 

stable retention. Combining OxRAM and CBRAM in one hybrid HRRAM, performance 

compromises could be achieved. Large WM and high endurance are obtained in HfO2/Cu 

owing to VO/CuiVO equilibrium in the switching filament. On the other hand, large WM and 

stable retention could be achieved due to favoring CuiVO at the expense of VO as in GdOx/Cu 

and Al2O3/Cu. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, the impact of balancing metal ions and oxygen vacancies in HRRAM filament 

on device performances was investigated. Filament composition was studied by first principle 

calculations and maximum endurance was identified for different HRRAM. Combining 

experimental results and atomistic simulations, we highlighted filament features to improve 

endurance characteristics. In particular, we demonstrated that in HRRAM, VO are necessary to 

form a Cu-rich filament. The switching mechanism is thus controlled by Cu ions and Oxygen 

vacancies. However, two types of filament were put in evidence. Filament where CuiVO are 

more favorable to control switching mechanism at the expense of VO (Al2O3 and GdOx) 

presents VO hard to be recovered leading to early oxide degradation (low endurance). 

Decreasing CuiVO formation enthalpy and diffusion barrier in oxide leads to filament richer in 

CuiVO (poorer in VO) and improves endurance. However, VO need to be easily removed 

during RESET to further improve endurance. This can be obtained by adjusting CuiVO /VO 

balance (VO as favorable as CuiVO to be introduced and removed from oxide). In this case, 
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both defects participate in filament formation and disruption. VO and CuiVO are thus easily 

recovered leading to low defect generation (higher endurance as in HfO2/Cu). In summary, we 

presented a panel of filament composition, giving insights to choose the most suitable 

technology (RRAM resistive layer and electrodes) for a given application with required 

specifications. 
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Figure 1. Schematics of RRAM stacks studied in this work. In HRRAM, switching 

mechanism is controlled by hybrid filaments composed of both Cu and VO species. 
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Figure 2. ToF-SIMS profiles. (a) and (b) copper and oxygen ToF-SIMS profiles in HRS (red 

lines) and LRS (blue lines) for Ta2O5/Cu memory. In LRS state, Cu intensity in the 

CuTe2Ge/Ti region decreases, and increases in Ta2O5 region. Inversely, Oxygen decreases in 

Ta2O5 and increases in CuTe2Ge/Ti leading to VO formation in Ta2O5. These profiles illustrate 

hybrid composition of the conductive filament in HRRAM. (c) Schematic representation of 

oxygen and copper ions diffusion under external bias. 
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Figure 3. Migration barrier of VO, Cui and CuiVO between two sites in (a) Al2O3/Cu and (b) 

HfO2/Cu respectively. In Al2O3, diffusion of CuiVO is the most favorable event. On the other 

hand, in the case of HfO2, CuiVO and VO are favorable to diffuse. 
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Figure 4. Schematics of filament formation and disruption in different RRAM technologies. 

CBRAM (left) working principle relies on metal ions, coming from the top electrode, 
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introduction in a switching layer while OxRAM (right) relies on oxygen vacancies formation. 

Summary of HRRAM filament composition depending on switching materials. Filament is 

composed of oxygen vacancy (VO) and copper introduced next to VO (CuiVO). Two HRRAM 

groups could be distinguished depending on filament composition: 1) CuiVO is favored at the 

expense of VO leading to VO hard to be recovered and low endurance (in orange frame). 2) VO 

as favorable as CuiVO to be removed leads to a VO easy to recover and thus high endurance 

(in blue frame). In the first group, VO is still necessary to form the filament but it is harder to 

remove than CuiVO. Group 1 presents thus earlier oxide degradation leading to a low 

endurance. However, favoring CuiVO by decreasing its formation enthalpy and migration 

energy barrier improves endurance (Al2O3/Cu versus GdOx/Cu). To further improve 

endurance, equilibrium between VO and CuiVO is necessary (group 2). Formation enthalpy 

and migration energy barrier for both species become of the same order of magnitude leading 

to filament formation and disruption at a low energy budget. 
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Figure 5. (a) Maximum endurance reached for all studied materials. TiN bottom electrode in 

red and W in blue. Ag/GeS2 CBRAM and HfO2/Ti OxRAM are also presented. The black 

dashed line separates the two groups of HRRAM depending on their filament composition. 

On the left side, decreasing CuiVO formation enthalpy and diffusion barrier in oxide improves 

endurance (left arrow). However, on the right side, having VO formation enthalpy and 

diffusion barrier of the same order of magnitude as CuiVO avoid early oxide degradation 

leading to a better endurance (blue arrow). Endurance trend depending on copper and oxygen 

vacancies balance in the switching filament composition regardless WM is presented. (b) and 

(c) comparison between best case and worst case for cycling endurance and data retention 

respectively.
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Table 1. Migration energy barrier, Ea, and formation enthalpy, ∆H, between the top electrode 
and various oxides extracted from atomistic simulations. Parenthesis represent the charge of 

the mobile defect. 

Defect 
[eV]l 

HfO2 Ta2O5 Al2O3 GdOx GdOx-Al 

 ΔH Ea ΔH Ea ΔH Ea ΔH Ea ΔH 

Cui
1+ 3.4 2.5 1.3 X 2.5 4 3.2 2 3.6 

VO
x 2.5(+2) 0.7(+2) 2.4(+2) 0.38(+2) 3.8(0) 3.5(0) <3.5(0) X <3.5(0) 

(CuiVO)+1 2.6 1.3 0.5 X 0.6 1.4 1.3 3.44 -0.2 

Filament VO and Cui next to VO Cui next to VO 
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1. ToF-SIMS Measurements 

ToF-SIMS measurements were done on Ta2O5/Cu based stack in HRS and LRS. The tested 

stack was as follows: Ta (200nm)/TiN (5nm)/Ta2O5 (10nm)/Ti (1nm)/CuTe2Ge (15nm)/TiN 

(5nm) as presented in Figure S1.a. For LRS a ramp voltage was applied with a compliance 

current fixed at 5x10-3 A (figureS1.b). Then a sputter guns with 500eV O2 or Cs were used, 

with an ion detection mode with Bi+ and Bi3+ ions at 25keV and a detection of positive ions in 

M+, M- and MCs+ modes. ToF-SiMS spectra presented in Figure 2 in the main text show the 

diffusion of copper and from CuTe2Ge/Ti toward Ta2O5 during SET operation. On the other 

hand, spectra shows diffusion of oxygen from the oxide toward top electrode forming oxygen 

vacancies in the vicinity of the dielectric. 

 

2. Electrical Characterization 

To study the technology choice impact on endurance, we compare the best endurance that 

could be reached for different stacks. First, we compare HfO2/Cu based HRRAM with a 

typical HfO2/Ti OxRAM to identify the impact of Cu presence in the switching filament on 

device characteristics. Then we identify different type of filament behavior by changing the 

switching material in memory stack. Four HRRAM cases are studied (HfO2/Cu, Al2O3/Cu, 

GdOx/Cu and GdOx-Al/Cu). 
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2.1 HRRAM versus OxRAM 

In order to identify Cu contribution in HRRAM, typical HfO2/Ti OxRAM is compared with 

HfO2/Cu HRRAM. Figure S2.a and c illustrate the maximum endurance that could be 

achieved for both technologies with two different bottom electrodes. In the case of tungsten 

BE, HRRAM presents higher maximum endurance as 6.109 cycles could be reached before 

degradation, versus 108 in OxRAM. In the case where TiN is used as BE, no clear effect is 

noticed. However, retention measurements show that OxRAM presents higher stability over 

time than HRRAM. For both BEs no resistance variation is observed after 24h at 200°C for 

HfO2/Ti, while HRS failure (resistance drift towards lower values) is obtained in the case of 

HRRAM (figure S2.b and d). BE impact on device performance is not treated in this study. In 

a previous work [22] a trade-off between WM, endurance and retention can be found in 

HRRAM. Increasing WM and endurance in the case of W/HfO2/Cu compared to W/HfO2/Ti 

leads to a degraded retention (W BE is chosen as maximum endurance has been reached). 

This has been correlated to the energy migration barrier of the species composing the filament. 

Decreasing this energy leads to a degraded retention. It can be noted that a correlation with a 

typical CBRAM behavior can be made; Ag/GeS2 presents high WM, a relatively high 

endurance and a poor retention due to the metallic filament feature [11]. Thus, the low retention 

stability of HfO2/Cu could be due to Cu metal ions insertion into filament composition. Cu 

presence in the filament could be noticed as well by studying SET behavior in both 

technologies. 

2.2 Copper Impact on Switching Behavior 

In the aim of studying copper metal ions contribution in the oxide, a quasi-static voltage ramp 

is applied on 1T1R 4kbs memory arrays [18]. This method allows the measurement of 

switching voltage and switching time in a memory device. It consists in continuously 

increasing the applied voltage at different ramp rate until switching occurs (inset of Figure 

S3). The voltage stress is applied on HfO2/Ti OxRAM and HfO2/Cu HRRAM in both SET 
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(HRS to LRS) and RESET (LRS to HRS) respectively. Figure S3 represents switching time in 

logarithmic scale versus switching voltage. Based on a previews study[18] it was shown that in 

Ramped Voltage Stress the switching time effect is not cumulative. Consequently, the 

switching time is computed from the starting of the voltage step where the switching occurs. 

It can be noticed that when a positive voltage is applied on the top electrode (TE), a lower 

voltage is needed to SET HRRAM compared to OxRAM. However, the same behavior is 

observed in RESET for both HRRAM and OXRAM. In SET (positive voltage on the TE), 

copper ions insertion in the oxide favors the filament formation. Thus lower energy is 

required to SET the HRRAM. 

2.3 HRRAM with Stable Retention 

As Cu ions contribution to the filament formation was identified in HRRAM, different 

behavior are evaluated by changing switching material. In order to show its impact on 

endurance, Al2O3 and GdOx known as typical materials for high retention are studied [29.30]. 

Figure S4.a and c show the retention stability of Al2O3/Cu with two different BEs (TiN and 

W) and TiN/GdOx/Cu respectively. There is no resistance variation measured for both 

materials at 200◦C. However, as shown in figure S4 b and d, where the best case of endurance 

are presented, Al2O3 and GdOx show lower cycling endurance than HfO2/Cu regardless of the 

chosen WM; 107and 106 cycles are reached in the case of TiN/Al2O3/Cu (high WM) and 

W/Al2O3/Cu (low WM) respectively. In the case of GdOx/Cu the maximum cycling endurance 

we could attain is at the order of 103. Trying to reach Al2O3 endurance characteristics, GdOx 

has been doped with Aluminum (Al). An improvement in cycling endurance is noticed in 

GdOx-Al/Cu compared to GdOx/Cu as shown in figure S4 d. Figure S4 c shows no resistance 

variation at 200◦C. In conclusion, regardless the chosen WM, Al2O3 and GdOx cannot reach 

HfO2/Cu performance in terms of endurance. 

2.4 Forming Polarity 
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In this part, forming is studied in HfO2/Cu and Al2O3/Cu HRRAM. Two different 

polarizations are applied using the quasi-static method presented above: direct forming where 

the forming voltage is applied on the top electrode and reverse forming where the forming 

voltage is applied on the bottom electrode. Direct forming implies Copper (Cu) and oxygen 

vacancies (VO)  formation in the vicinity of the oxide while in reverse forming, as Cu is 

positively polarized, its introduction in the oxide is thus not possible. In this case, only VO 

formation is considered. In this study, Figure S5 represents the time to breakdown tBD vs 

Vswitch for direct and reverse forming. For HfO2/Cu, tBD and Vswitch are similar in direct and 

reverse forming. In the case of Al2O3/Cu, higher reverse forming voltage is observed for short 

tBD. HfO2/Cu shows similar switching mechanism in both polarizations while Al2O3/Cu 

exposes different working principle depending on polarization. In HfO2/Cu, as VO are as 

favorable as CuiVO, no real impact of copper insertion on oxide breakdown is observed; same 

behavior is noticed in direct and reverse forming. However, in the case of Al2O3, where 

CuiVO are more favorable than VO, the filament formation requires lower voltage in direct 

forming where CuiVO dominates the switching mechanism compared to reverse forming 

where only VO controls the switching. 

Ta 200nm

TiN 5nm

Ta2O5 10nm

Ti 1nm

CuTe2Ge 15 nm

TiN 5nm

a b

 
Figure S1. (a) studied stack in ToF-SIMS. (b) Current voltage characteristic of the studied 

device during SET operation. 
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Figure S2. (a) Endurance and retention (at 200°C) measurement for (a), (b) W/HfO2/Cu and 

W/HfO2/Ti and (c), (d) TiN/HfO2/Cu and TiN/HfO2/Ti. In (a) and (c) lines designates the 

maximum number of cycles reached before filament degradation. In W/HfO2/Cu 6 109 are 

reached versus 108 for W/HfO2/Ti (a). As for TiN bottom electrodes (c), 108 could be reached 

for both OXRAM and HRRAM. 24 hours stability is reached for OxRAM (W and TiN BE) 

while HRS failure is clearly observed in HRRAM (b) and (d). 
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Figure S3. (a) tswitch versus Vswitch in SET and RESET for HfO2/Cu and HfO2/Ti. 
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Figure S4. Retention at 200°C and endurance measurement for (a), (b) W/Al2O3/Cu and 

TiN/Al2O3/Cu. and (c), (d) TiN/GdOx/Cu and TiN/GdOx-Al/Cu. 24 hours stability is reached 

for all tested HRRAM devices (a) and (c). Lines designates the maximum number of cycles 

reached before filament degradation. In W/Al2O3/Cu 106 cycles are reached versus 107 cycles 

for TiN/Al2O3/Cu (b). As for GdOx (d), 103 cycles are reached, whereas up to 5 104 cycles are 

obtained after Al doping. 
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Figure S5. (a) tBD versus forming voltage in direct and reverse polarity for HfO2/Cu and 

Al2O3/Cu. 




